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ABSTRACT

In this paper a new form of fuzzy subset called
fuzzy b-open (closed) set is introduced and studied.
Properties of such fuzzy sets are investigated. Also
the concept of fuzzy generalized b-closed (open) set
is introduced and studied. The interrelationship of fuzzy
generalized b-open set with fb-open set is investigated.
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 1. INTRODUCTION

Zadeh in7 introduced the funda-
mental concept of fuzzy sets. The study
of fuzzy topology was introduced by
Chang2. The theory of fuzzy topolo-
gical spaces was subsequently developed
by several authors. In this paper the
concept of fuzzy b-open sets in fuzzy
topological spaces is introduced and
studied. Some properties are proved
and their relations with different fuzzy
sets in fuzzy topological spaces are

investigated. Finally the notion of fuzzy
generalized b-closed set is also intro-
duced. Its properties are investigated
and its relation with fuzzy b-open set
is obtained.

2. Preliminaries

       Throughout this paper X and Y
mean fuzzy topological spaces (fts. for
short). The definition of fuzzy sets, fuzzy
topological spaces and other concepts
by Zadeh and Chang can be found in2,7.
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K.K. Azad defined fuzzy semi-open
(fuzzy semi-closed) and fuzzy regular open
(fuzzy regular-closed) sets1. Njastad4

defined fuzzy -open (fuzzy -closed)
sets and Mashhour3 defined fuzzy pre-
open (fuzzy pre-closed) sets. The concept
of fuzzy semi-pre-open (fuzzy semi-pre-
closed) sets was by S.S. Thakur and
Surendra Singh6. Pu and Liu5 introduced
the concept of quasi- coincident.

The following concepts are used in the
sequel.

Definition 2.1 [1, 3, 4, 6] A
fuzzy set  in a fts X is called

(i) Fuzzy semi-open (fuzzy semi-closed)
if  Cl Int   (Int Cl ).

(ii) Fuzzy -open (fuzzy -closed) if 
Int Cl Int (Cl Int Cl ).

(iii)Fuzzy pre-open  (fuzzy  pre-closed)
if Int Cl  (Cl Int ).

(iv)Fuzzy regular  open  (fuzzy  regular
closed) if = Int Cl   (  =Cl Int).

(v) Fuzzy semi-pre-open (fuzzy semi-pre-
closed)  if  Cl Int Cl  (Int  Cl Int
).

Lemma 2.1 [1, 3] Let be a fuzzy
set in a fuzzy topological space X. Then
(i) fsCl = V Int Cl and fsInt=

Cl Int .

(ii) fpCl  V Cl Int  and fpInt 
 Int Cl 

     Lemma 2.2 [1, 3, 4, 6] In a fuzzy
topological space we have the following

(i) Every fuzzy regular open set is fuzzy
open.

(ii) Every fuzzy open set is fuzzy -open.

(iii)Every fuzzy -open set is both fuzzy
semi-open and fuzzy pre-open.

(iv)Every fuzzy semi-open set and fuzzy
semi-pre-open.

(v) Every fuzzy pre-open set is fuzzy semi-
pre-open.

Let X be a fts.Then the family of
all fuzzy regular open (resp. fuzzy -open,
fuzzy semi-open, fuzzy pre-open, fuzzy
semi-pre-open) sets in X may be denoted
by fr (resp. f, fs, fp, fsp) open sets.

The complement of the above
represents the family of fuzzy regular
closed (resp. fuzzy -closed, fuzzy semi-
closed, fuzzy pre-closed, fuzzy semi-pre-
closed) sets in X and may be denoted
by frc ( resp. fc, fsc, fpc, fspc).

Definition 2.2 5 A fuzzy set  is
a quasi-coincident with a fuzzy set µ
denoted by q µ iff there exist xX
such that  (x) + µ(x) > 1. If  and
are not quasi-coincident then we write


 
q µ.

 
q  )1(  .

3. Fuzzy b-open sets

In this section we introduce fb-
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open sets in fuzzy topological spaces
and study some of their properties.

Definition 3.1 A fuzzy set  in a
fts X is called

(i) Fuzzy b-open (fb-open) set iff (Int
Cl) V (Cl Int)

(ii) Fuzzy b-closed (fb-closed) set iff 
 (Int Cl)  (Cl Int).

Theorem 3.1 For a fuzzy set  in a
fuzzy topological space X

(i) is a fuzzy  b-open  set iff 1- is a
fuzzy b-closed set.

(ii) is a fuzzy b-closed set iff 1-  is a
fuzzy b- open set.

Definition 3.2 Let  be a fuzzy
set in a fts X. Then its fb-closure and
fb-interior are denoted and defined by
(i) fbCl  =  { :  is a fb-closed
    set of X}.

(ii) fbInt=V { :  is a fb-open set
    of X}

Theorem 3.2 Let  be any fuzzy
set in a fts X. Then

(i) fbCl (1-)=1-fbInt ()

(ii) fbInt (1-)=1- fbCl ().

Proof (i) Let fb-open set   
and fb-closed set  1 - .
Then fbInt ()=V {1- :  is a fb-closed
set and  1-}

           =1-  {: is a fb- closed set
and  1-} = 1- fbCl (1-)
          =1- fbCl (1-). Thus fbCl (1-)

   =1-fbInt ().

(ii) Let µ be fb-open set. Then for a fb-
    closed set ,  1-

fbCl ()={1- :  is a fb-open set and
 1-}

         =1-V{ : is a fb-open set and
1-}=1- fbInt (1- )=1- fbInt (1-).
Thus fbInt (1-)=1-fbCl().

Theorem 3.3 In a fts X, every
fp-open set is fb-open set.

Proof  Let  be a fp-open set in
a fts X. Then  Int Cl   which implies
(Int Cl ) V (Int )  (Int Cl) V (Cl
Int). Thus  is fb-open set.

The converse is not true.

Example 3.1 Let X= {a, b} and
, ,  be fuzzy sets defined as follows

(a)= 0.3; (b) = 0.4,  (a) = 0.7,
(b) = 0.8;  (a) =0.6; (b) =0.5. Let
{0, 1, } be fuzzy topology on X. Then
 is fb-open set  but not fp-open.

Remark 3.1 (i) If  is a fuzzy subset
of fts X, then fbCl  is the smallest fb
closed set containing . Thus fbCl=
V ((Int Cl ) (Cl Int)).

(ii) If  is a fuzzy subset of fts X then
fbInt  is the largest fb-open set
contained in . Thus fbInt = ((Int
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Cl) V (Cl Int)).

Theorem 3.4. In a fts X every
fs-open set is fb-open set.

Proof Let  be a fs-open set in
a fts X. Then  Cl Int  which implies
(Cl Int ) V (Int )  (Cl Int ) V (Int
Cl ). Thus  is fb-open set.

The converse is not true.

Theorem 3.5 In a fts X, every
fb-open (fb-closed) set is fsp-open
(fsp-closed) set.

Proof Let  be a fb-open set in

X. Then  (Cl Int ) V (Int Cl )  (Cl
Int Cl ) V (Int Cl )  Cl Int Cl .

The converse is not true.

Example 3.2 Let X= {a, b} and
,  ,  be fuzzy sets defined as follows

(a)=0.4; (b) =0.4, (a) =0.7,
(b) =0.8;  (a) =0.6;  (b) =0.5. Let
{0, 1, } be fuzzy topology on X. Then v
is fsp-open set but not fb-open.

Remark 3.2 From the above
theorem, we have the following.

fs-open (closed)

f-open (closed)       f-open (closed)     fb-open (closed)        fsp-open (closed)

                         fp-open (closed)

 

Theorem 3.6 In a fts X (i) An
arbitrary union of fb-open sets is a
fb-open set
(ii) An arbitrary intersection of fb-closed
sets is a fb-closed set.

Proof (i) Let {} be a collection
of fb-open sets. Then for each ,  
(Cl Int ) V (Int Cl ). Now V  V
((Cl Int ) V (Int Cl ))  (((Cl Int (V

)) V (Int Cl(V ))).  Thus V  is a
fb-open set.

(ii) Similar by taking compliments.

Theorem 3.7 In a fts X  is fb-
open (fb-closed) if and only if =fbCl
(fbInt ).

Proof  Suppose = fbCl =
{ : is a fb-closed set and } that
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implies,

{: is a fb-closed set and },
that implies  is fb-closed set.

Conversely, suppose  is a fb-closed set
in X. We take  and  is a fb-closed.

Therefore {: is a fb-closed set and
}.  implies,
= {: is  a  fb- closed set and }
=fbCl .
For =fbInt  we apply fuzzy interiors.

    Theorem 3.8 In a fts X the following
hold for fb-closure.

(i) fbCl (0x)=0x (ii) fbCl (0x)=0x

(iii) fbCl () is a fb-closed set in X.
(iv) fbCl (fbCl)=fbCl ()

Theorem 3.9 In a fts X the follo-
wing relations hold

(i) fbCl (V )  fbCl () V fbCl ()

(ii) fbCl ()  fbCl ()  fbCl ()

Proof (i)  V µ or µ  V 
that implies fbCl  fbCl ( V )
or fbCl  fbCl ( V ). Therefore fbCl
( V ) fbCl () V fbCl (µ).

(ii) Similar to that of (i).

Theorem 3.10 In a fts X the
following relations hold

(i) fbInt(V µ)  fbInt () V fbInt ()

(ii) fbInt ()  fbInt ()  fbInt ()

Proof (i)  V µ or µ V  that
implies fbInt   fbInt ( V ) or
fbInt  fbInt ( V ). Therefore fbInt
( V )   fbInt () V fbInt ().
(ii) Similar to that of (i).

Theorem 3.11 Let  be a fb-open
set in a fts X.

(i)  If  is a fuzzy  regularly  closed set
    then  is a fuzzy pre-open set.

(ii) If  is a fuzzy regularly open set then
 is a fuzzy semi-open set.

Proof Since  is fb-open,  (Cl
Int) V (Int Cl)

(i) Now let  be fuzzy regularly closed.
Therefore = (Cl Int ). Then  V
(Int Cl ).

That implies  Int Cl . Hence  is
fp-open set.

(ii) Let  be fr-open. Therefore = Int
    Cl . Then  V (Cl Int ).

That implies  Cl Int . Hence  is
fs-open set.

Theorem 3.12 Let  be a fb-open
set in a fts X.
(i)  If  is a fuzzy regularly closed set then
 is a fuzzy semi-closed set.

(ii) If  is a fuzzy regularly open set then
 is a fuzzy pre-closed set.

Theorem 3.13 For any fb-open
set  in fts X, Cl is fuzzy regularly closed
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set.

Proof Let  be fb-open set in X
which implies (Cl Int ) V (Int Cl ).
Therefore Cl Cl (Cl Int ) V Cl (Int
(Cl ))  Cl (Int (Cl )).  Also Cl (Int Cl
)  Cl .

Therefore Cl (Int Cl )= Cl. Therefore
Cl is fuzzy regularly closed.

Theorem 3.14 For any fb-closed
set  in a fts X Int  is fuzzy regularly
open set.

Proof  Let  be fb-closed set in
X which implies (Cl Int ) (Int Cl ) .
Therefore Int (Cl Int )  Int (Int Cl)
 Int. Int (Cl Int )  Int ……… (i)
Also Int  Int (ClInt )…… (ii). Thus
from (i) and (ii) Int  = Int (ClInt ).

Thus Int  is fuzzy regularly open.

Theorem 3.15 Let  be a fb-open
set (fb-closed set) in a fts X, such that
Int  =O.
Then  is a fp-open set.

Theorem 3.16 Let  be a fb-open
set (fb-closed set) in a fts X, such that
Cl =O.
Then  is a fs-open set.

Theorem 3.17:  Let  be a subset
of a fts X.Then,

(i) fbCl  (fsCl )  (fpCl ). (ii) fbInt
(fs Int ) V (fpInt ).

Proof (i)(fsCl )  (fpCl )(V

Int Cl )  ( V Cl Int )
     = V ((Int Cl )  (Cl Int )=fbCl.

   (ii)(fsInt )V(fpInt )  ( ClInt )
V ( IntCl )
    =((Cl Int ) V (Int Cl ))=fbInt.

Theorem 3.18  Let X be a fts. If µ
is an f-open set and  is a fb-open set
in X. Then  is a fb-open set in X.

Proof   ((Cl Int ) V
(Int Cl ))=((Cl Int ) V ( Int Cl  ))
= ((Cl Int  Cl Int ) V (Int Cl Int
Cl ))=((Cl Int () V (Int Cl ( )).

Therefore  is a fb-open set in X.

Theorem 3.19 Let X be fts. If µ is
an f -open set and  is a fb-open set
in X. Then  is a fb-open set in X.

Proof    (Int Cl Int ) 
((Cl Int ) V (Int Cl )) = ((Int Cl Int )
 (Cl Int )) V ((Int Cl Int ) (IntCl )).
(IntCl ))  ((ClInt )  (ClInt )) V ((Int
Cl )  (Int Cl ))((Cl Int ())V (IntCl
()). Therefore  is fb-open set
in X.

Theorem 3.20  is fb-open (fb-
closed) set in X if and only if  is the
union (intersection) of fs-open set and
fb-open set in X.

 Proof Follows from the definitions 3.1

4. Fuzzy generalized b-closed (open)
sets

Definition 4.1 A fuzzy set  in
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a fts X is called fuzzy generalized b-
closed (fgb-closed) if fbCl   ,
whenever  and  is fuzzy open.

Remark 4.1 (i) A fuzzy set  in
a fts X is called fuzzy generalized b-
open (fgb-open) if its compliment is
fgb-closed. (ii) Every fb-closed (fb-open)
set is fgb-closed, but the converse is
not true.

Example 4.1 Let X = {a, b} and
fuzzy sets A,B,C be defined by A(a)=
.3,  A(b)= .4 , B(a)= .4, B(b)= .5,
C(a) = .3, C(b )= .7. Let T={0, A,1}.
C is fgb-closed but not fb-closed.

Theorem 4.1 If  is fgb-closed
and fb-open then  is fb-closed.

Proof Let  . is fgb-closed
and fb-open, then bCl() . But 
fbCl ().

Thus =fbCl () and hence  is fb-closed.

Theorem 4.2 A fuzzy set in a

fts X is fgb-closed iff   


q  µ implies

fbCl  
q µ, for every fb-closed set µ off

X.
Proof  Let µ be a fb-closed and

 


q  µ, that implies  1-µ and 1-µ is

fb-open set of X. Since  is fgb-closed,

bCl ()1-µ. Thus bCl () 


q  µ.

Conversely, let  be fb-open set of X,

such that . Then  


q  (1-).

bCl ()
 
q (1-). bCl. Hence  is fgb-

closed in X.

Theorem 4.3 If  is fgb-closed
set of X and  bCl () then µ is
fgb-closed set of X.

Proof Let  be a fb-open set
such that  . Then . Since  is
fgb-closed, fbCl () . Now  fbCl
(), that implies fbCl ()  fbCl (fbCl
())= fbCl () .

Therefore µ is fgb-closed set of X.
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